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The Amina Mobius and iQ range of invisible loudspeakers can be installed into wooden
panelling, millwork and furniture using a 2-part epoxy adhesive.* This guide details the
steps that should be taken to achieve an acoustically high-performing installation into
timber, MDF and wood veneer as well as other sheet materials like leather, concrete,
slate, marble, melamine and more.
* Plywood should be avoided as it can flake and de-laminate over time, and is impossible to achieve the required
clean finish. It is also recommended to not use ply in the larger structure (other than high-grade marine ply) due to
the risk of debris coming loose.

By adhering the soundboard of Amina’s Mobius or iQ speakers to the rear side of sheet
material, the material becomes part of the vibrating mass of the speakers soundboard,
allowing full-range sound to be transmitted into the room while completely concealing
the speaker from view. For the soundboard to have the correct mass for proper sound
reproduction throughout the frequency spectrum, the material that covers the speaker
face should have a maximum thickness of 3mm - ideally around 2mm. Veneers thinner
than 2mm will tend to result in an bright sound that can be compensated for by using
equalisation. Alternatively, the veneer can be carefully built up to the correct thickness.
There are three main tried and tested installation methods for achieving flawless results, outlined on the next pages.
Epoxy Recommendation
When selecting a 2-part epoxy
adhesive it is important to choose
a type that allows manipulation on
contact, but that fully cures within 24 hours*. Great success has
been achieved with Araldite Rapid
2-part epoxy adhesive, which is
readily available across the world.
* If adhering a speaker to routed /
milled MDF, it is highly
recommended to treat the surface
with a fast drying varnish coat
before applying adhesive to avoid
swelling.
For both of the methods in this guide,
the speaker apeture / pocket should be
made with specific dimensions. These
dimensions are defined in the table
across:

Speaker model
Mobius 		
iQ			
Mobius Slim		

Height		
456mm		
406mm		
456mm		

Width
351mm
306mm
206mm
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Method 1: Routed Pocket Method
For solid or pre-laminated stock, it is
possible to use a router table or CNC
to mill down the back surface of the
wooden panel to leave the face of the
material intact with an even, smooth
gluing surface for the soundboard to
adhere to.
A hand router can be used to achieve
similar results, although we would
suggest lightly sanding any resulting
ridges to ensure a smooth surface,
and using a little extra adhesive on the
routed area to fill any inconsistencies.
When fibrous stock such as MDF is
routed down, the remaining surface will
be “fluffy”. It is necessary to both sand
and vacuum the area to give the best
possible adhesion to the surface, and
recommended to varnish the routed
pocket prior to the application of adhesive to seal the pourous material and
eliminate the possibility of the material
swelling.

Once the pocket is fully prepared the
speaker can be adhered in place using a
locally-sourced 2-part epoxy, such as Araldite.
Note: Atmospheric conditions and different ratios
of the epoxy/hardener mix can cause the epoxy to
harden at different rates, so pay attention to the
set times and mixing instructions of the epoxy.
Ususally epoxy hardens within around 5 minutes,
so it is recommended to only mix enough for one
speaker at a time and to work quite quickly to ensure proper adhesion and manouverability. 50ml of
epoxy mix is usually enough for one speaker.

Evenly spread the epoxy mix throughout
the routed pocket, as well as a thin layer
covering the soundboard of the speaker
itself. Position the loudspeaker at a slight
angle into the routed area, and lower into
the pocket (as shown accross) making certain no air pockets are formed, and that the
glue is evenly distributed across the entire
surface using a back and forth motion to
press the speaker into place. Excess glue
will work it’s way up the sides of the panel
frame.
Light pressure is applied to the accessible
areas of the soundboard until the epoxy
has hardened, forcing more epoxy in to any
remaining gap between the panel frame
and the side of the wood. This ensures full
lateral strength.
If done correctly, this will make a strong
bond between the speaker and the
routed area of the board.
Once the epoxy has fuly cured
according to guidelines,
the wood panel can then
be integrated into the
larger structure, taking
care to securely fix in place
and eliminate any potential sources
of unwanted noise.
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Method 2: The Sandwich Method (small veneers)
Depending on the installation, it may be possible to avoid routing altogether and instead build the “routed” area. This can be achieved by sandwiching two materials together - one with a maximum 3mm thickness to another which has had an aperture cut
through it to acommodate the speaker as shown in the diagram below. The two surfaces can be bonded together with epoxy, contact adhesive or PVA based wood glue,
but the speaker must not be attached until fully dried. (For drying times please refer to
manufacturers instructions.)

Construction by this method will allow the epoxy to bond to the un-routed, smooth
surface of MDF or high pressure laminate. The 3mm MDF requires no other preparation.
Other materials that you might consider for use as a front panel range from Melamine
(clean areas) to slate, concrete and marble. Different materials will require different
covering thicknesses varying between 1-3mm for ideal performance. In general, heavier
materials will require less covering thickness; please contact technical support for further advice in this regard. Thinner coverings will create a louder, brighter sound, which
can be easily compensated for by using equalisaion. Thicker coverings will result in a
loss of efficiency particularly in the the mid and high frequencies & should be avoided.
As with method one, evenly spread the epoxy mix throughout the apeture created, as
well as a thin layer covering the soundboard of the speaker itself. Position the loudspeaker at a slight angle into the apeture, and lower into the pocket making certain no
air pockets are formed, and that the glue is evenly distributed across the entire surface.
Using a back and forth motion to press the speaker into place. Light pressure is applied
to the accessible areas of the soundboard until the epoxy has hardened, forcing more
epoxy in to any remaining gap between the panel frame and the side of the wood.
Once the epoxy has fully cured according to guidelines, the wood panel can then be integrated into the larger structure, taking care to securely fix in place and eliminate any
potential sources of unwanted noise.
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Method 3: The Veneer-Over Method (large veneers)
The final wood installation type involves the speaker being mounted directly into a
structure, with veneer sheeting adhered over the whole structure, including the speaker.
This method is also often used for veneers of non-wooden materials such as slate, concrete, leather and marble.
To begin, an apeture should be cut in
the structure to accept the speaker,
2 to 5mm larger than the speaker in
each dimension to allow the speaker
to be mounted without making contact
with the sides of the apeture. One of
the most critical steps in an installation of this type is achieving proper
allignment before the veneer sheet is
applied: The speaker must be mounted flush with the substrate to allow
the veneer to adhere to the speaker
without any visible embossing on the
finished surface. Mounting blocks will
usually be used to mount the speaker in place, and if necessary speaker shims can be
used to fine-tune the position of the speaker. If screwing mounting blocks through the
front surface of the structure, screws should be appropriately countersunk and filled
along with the edge gap.
With the speaker properly aligned, (and once all testing has been completed) the edge
gap should be filled with a polyester based 2-part car body filler (like ‘Bondo All Purpouse Putty’) to provide a strong bond between the speaker frame and surrounding
material, taking care to leave the speaker face clear of any filler. Test again once fully
dried before applying the veneer.
When mounting, allignment and edge-filling are complete, we are ready to apply the
veneer sheet. Contact adhesive or 2-part epoxy should be applied to both surfaces
(structure / speaker & back of veneer) allowing time for the adhesive to become tacky.
Carefully position the veneer in place making sure that no air gaps are formed, then
either using hands or a roller, gently apply pressure to all areas paying particular attention to the speaker panel area. This will form a strong bond between the two surfaces.
Care should be taken to not impart excess pressure on the speaker as this has the potential to cause damage to the speakers voice coils. As a guide, the centre of the speaker panel should only flex a maximum of 2-3mm. If a hard limit can be felt when applying presure, this is likely to be the voice coil hitting the metal frame, meaning far too
much pressure is being applied. Follow the adhesive directions in terms of drying time,
and do not test again until fully cured.
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Bracing
For methods 1 and 2, when installing in-wall it may be desirable to apply bracing to
provide additional mechanical support to the speaker. (There is no benefit to adding
bracing when installing in-ceiling) Great care must be taken to not impart any pressure
on the speaker at all, as this may result in embossing of the finished surface, compromising the invisibility of the installation. Wooden blocks can be prepared on site with an
appropriate rebate to accept a foam gasket, which prevents unwanted noise from the
contact area between the speaker frame and blocks. The blocks should be positioned
over the edges of the speaker frame and fixed to the wooden substrate.
The easiest method of adding extra support is to apply the
blocks to the corners and midpoint along the larger lengths
of the speakers. The blocks need to be securely fastened to
the base material surrounding the speaker. Alternatively, if a
rear enclosure is being fabricated, batons can be attached
to the internal sides of the frame along the length of the
loudspeaker.

Using lengths of foam under the blocks allows for any
inconsistencies in installation or material thickness, and will
prevent contact rattles by providing damped isolation between
frame and block.
When designing the blocks, allow for a gap between the back of the
speaker to the block to accept the foam gasket:

Cross-Section view:

Mounting Block
Rubber Gasket

Speaker
Wood panel
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Speaker enclosure / protection
An enclosure can be fabricated to protect the speakers by by forming a wood frame
around the speaker once the speaker epoxy has fully cured, also providing a cleaner
aesthetic on the speaker side of the panel - ideal for installations into doors and cabinetry. Adding a rear enclosure also has the effect of reducing rearward sound projection.
In this case the ideal cavity depth is 60mm between the back of the speaker and the
inside of the back of the wooden box, but this is not essential. Acoustic batting should
be placed inside the box and a lid can then be attached to the frame, enclosing the
speaker (as shown below). Before closing up the rear enclusure, ensure that cables are
routed away from the rear of the active panel surface. Ensure no hard loose objects are
touching the surrounding structure as this could create a rattle.

Finishing
The front board can be finished as normal with varnish, lacquer, paint, etc. Be sure to
use light layers of the finish to avoid excessive build up.
If, during surface preparation, the front of the panel needs to be sanded after the
speaker is fitted, take precaution to ensure dust does not enter the exciter structure on
the rear of the speaker, and take care to not apply excess pressure to the speaker.

European Union WEEE regulations:
The product is fully RoHS compliant, eliminating to a minimum the use of hazardous
materials within its manufacture. At the end of its useful life it should be returned to the
manufacturer for recycling according the European Union’s WEEE directive.
All products are subject to change without notification. E&OE

